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Abstract 
This thesis is a proposal of an integrated video live streaming system that uses several 
state of the art technologies and, in the other hand, benefits from the royalty-free world of 
free and open-source software.  
The purpose of developing such a system is to provide an inexpensive way of making 
portable and high quality video streaming possible to the user.  
In order to obtain a prototype with specifications that compete with the modern video 
streaming requirements the following key points have been studied: 

• Video transmission using MPEG’s standard Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over 
HTTP, also known as MPEG-DASH. 

• Wide Area Network simulation using WANem and network traffic analysis. 
• Video codecs optimized for embedded devices: OpenMAX. 
• Usage of open-source multimedia platforms.  

 
Once studied all of the stages of the system separately, a final solution will be proposed. 
This solution will be evaluated in a simulation environment. 
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Resum 
Aquesta tesi és una proposta d’ un sistema de streaming de vídeo en directe que utilitza 
diverses tecnologies actuals i, d'altra banda, es beneficia dels avantatges del món del 
programari lliure i codi obert.  
L'objectiu de desenvolupar un sistema d'aquest tipus és proporcionar una forma 
econòmica per al streaming de vídeo portàtil, mantenint l’alta qualitat d’imatge.    
Els punts clau següents s'han estudiat per obtenir un prototip les especificacionsdel qual 
puguin competir amb les exigències actuals:  

• Transmissió de vídeo utilitzant l’estàndard d’ MPEG, Dynamic Adaptive 
Streaming over HTTP, també conegut com MPEG-DASH.   

• Simulació de xarxa de llarg abast mitjançant WANem y anàlisi del tràfic de xarxa. 
• Codecs de vídeo optimitzats per sistemes integrats: OpenMAX.  
• Ús de plataformes multimèdia de codi obert. 

 
Després d’aquest estudi, es proposarà una solució final per al sistema i es farà una 
avaluació d’aquesta en un entorn de simulació.  
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Resumen 
Esta tesis es una propuesta de un sistema de streaming de vídeo en directo que utiliza 
varias tecnologías actuales y, por otro lado, se beneficia del mundo del software libre y de 
código abierto.  
El propósito de desarrollar un sistema de este tipo es proporcionar una manera económica 
de efectuar streaming de vídeo de forma portátil, manteniendo una alta calidad de imagen.   
Con el fin de obtener un prototipo cuyas especificaciones compitan con los requerimientos 
de un sistema de streaming actual se han estudiado los siguientes puntos clave:  

• Transmisión de video mediante el estándar de MPEG, Dynamic Adaptive 
Streaming over HTTP, también conocido como MPEG-DASH.  

• Simulación de red de área amplia mediante WANem y análisis del tráfico de red.  
• Códecs de vídeo optimizados para dispositivos integrados: OpenMAX.  
• Uso de plataformas multimedia de código abierto. 

 
Después de este estudio, se propondrá una solución final para el sistema y se hará una 
evaluación de ésta en un entorno de simulación.  
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1. Introduction 
 

In the last few years, the media streaming services have been continuously growing and 
consequently, new ways of handling the Internet traffic have been in the spotlight of the 
media engineering community. From codecs to protocols, many new technologies have 
been developed in order to get any kind of content to travel from a camera to the screen of 
a media consumer in a much greater quality, while keeping the network traffic within the 
bandwidth that the network resources offer. 

One of the breakthroughs in the progress towards greater quality streaming has been the 
development of adaptive streaming technique, such as Apple’s HLS [1] and Adobe’s HDS 
[2]. These protocols were developed in order to adapt the bandwidth used by a video 
stream to the client specific network resources. Moreover, these streams are all sent over 
HTTP and take advantage of the already existing Internet infrastructure. Since there is a 
negotiation between server and client of the resolution and bitrate in which the stream will 
be sent, these also offer a great solution for device screen resolution scalability. 

As a consequence of such advantages, adaptive streaming over HTTP is the default 
streaming approach for many major video providers, such as Netflix, Hulu and YouTube, 
making it the dominant multimedia streaming protocol [3]. As it can be seen in the 
following table, about 56% of the downstream Internet traffic during 2016 in North 
America came from the three major streaming video providers (Netfilx, YouTube and 
Amazon Video), all of which use adaptive streaming techniques [4]. 

 

 
Table 1. Sandvine North America 2016: Peak period applications. 

 

With the birth of the Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP [5], developed by the 
ISO/IEC MPEG engineers as the first adaptive streaming standard, the market’s 
confidence in dynamic streaming has grown and most media services are already 
compatible. Furthermore, MPEG-DASH has a major advantage over the other company 
proprietary techniques: it is code agnostic, which means that it can transmit content 
encoded with any coding format.  
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This last advantage is key in order to implement systems that offer adaptive streaming 
services and use codecs such as MPEG’s standards H264 and H265. This offers a 
compatibility with open-source and free software otherwise impossible with proprietary 
protocols. 

1.1. Project Background 
 
This project starts from scratch, although it has a strong reference in two previous projects 
made by students at the ENTEL department: 

§ Desarrollo de una plataforma para la distribución de contenidos audiovisuales 
utilizando MPEG-DASH, by Marc Macià. 

§ Evaluación de algoritmos de tasa adaptativa con protocolo QUIC para MPEG-
DASH, by Alex Ulloa. 

 
The main ideas for the project were initially provided by the supervisor, Jorge Mata. 
As stated in the previous section of this document, the system designed for this project 
uses open-source software developed by the engineers of the communities and platforms 
mentioned throughout the document. 

1.2. Objectives 
 
The main goal of this project is to design a complete video capture, encoding and live 
adaptive transmission streaming system that uses free and open source software platforms. 
This system will be able to handle all of the stages in the signal flow of a video live 
stream, from capture to client playback, allowing the user to have an integrated solution to 
broadcast live to his clients.  
The overall system architecture will be based in the next scenario: a field capture device 
transmitting to a server that retransmits to the clients (media consumers). Both of these 
transmissions will be adaptive, using MPEG-DASH. 

 

Figure 1. General view of the proposed system architecture 
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Since there are two subsequent adaptive transmissions, there is a possible scenario in 
which the second transmission is at a higher resolution and/or bitrate that the first. This 
should be avoided because the system would be upscaling a stream and increasing the 
traffic to the clients without actually improving the quality. This brings us to the last 
objective: the bitrate and resolution of the first transmission has to limit the bitrate and 
resolution of the second transmission. 
 

1.3. Requirements and specifications 
 
Project requirements: 

• Provide an integrated video live streaming solution to the users. The transmitter 
subsystem has to be portable and inexpensive. 

• Provide guidelines to the users to make the installation as easy as possible. 
• There will be two adaptive transmissions: one from capture device to the streaming 

server and one from the server to its clients. The bitrate and resolution of the first 
transmission will limit the bitrate and resolution of the second. 

• All external or already implemented software included in the final system will be 
free and open-source. 

• The individual subsystems have to be adjusted in order to achieve a high quality 
and fluent playback at the final client. 

• Minimize latency between capture and playback. 
• Evaluate the final solution in different emulated network scenarios and provide 

consistent results. 
 

Project specifications: 
• The MPEG-DASH transmissions will have as many representations as needed. To 

assure device resolution compatibility, the transmission to the client has to provide 
several representations with different resolutions. Consequently, the 
representations of the first transmission have to be constant in resolution (equal to 
the highest that will be provided to the clients) and variant in bitrate. 

• The server will limit on the fly the maximum representation bitrate of the ouput 
based on the incoming bitrate. 

• To assure portability and low latency, the transmitter will be an ARM device 
encoding the captured images through an OpenMAX H264 encoder. 

• A Raspberry Pi and a Pi Camera Module will serve as a prototype for the capture 
device and transmitter, respectively. 

• To evaluate and test the system in a controlled environment, the streaming server 
and clients will be virtual machines hosted in the same computer. 

• Both connections will be controlled by WANem (Wide Area Network Emulator) 
to set different throughputs.   
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1.4. Work Plan 
 
This section of the document contains the details of all the Work Packages and timelines 
(Gantt Diagram) in which the development of the project has been divided. 
Throughout the course of the project, there have been some changes in the time plan, as 
specified in the Critical Review. The main change to highlight is the replacement of the 
software platforms specified in the Project Plan: 
 

1. LiveMediaStreamer [6]. Due to the lack of support and maintenance by the 
developers, this platform and its role within the system has been substituted by a 
solution based in the combination of GStreamer and GPAC. 
 
2. UltraGrid [7]. This platform, although very well supported and documented by 
its developers, has been found to be inadequate to be deployed inside an ARM 
device such as the Raspberry Pi, since is quite CPU consuming. The problem has 
been solved by using the FFmpeg framework decoding the captured stream inside 
the Pi with the OpenMAX interface to run the H264 codecs. OpenMAX (OMX) is 
specifically intended for low power and embedded systems. 

 
The attempts to deploy the LiveMediaStreamer platform have been very time consuming 
because its dependencies in old and outdated packages. This has led to a delay of one and 
a half weeks reflected in the project timeline. 
 

1.4.1. Work Breakdown Structure 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Work Breakdown Structure. 
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1.4.2. Work Packages, Tasks and Milestones 
 
Project: Technologies and platforms research WP ref: WP1 
Major constituent: Previous analysis Sheet 1 of 6 
Short description: 
 
First research and analysis in order to specify how and why the 
system will work. 

Planned start date: 14/09/2017 
Planned end date: 29/09/2017 

Start event: 14/09/2017 
End event:  29/09/2017 

Internal task T1: Technologies research report 
 
Internal task T2: Platforms research and usage report 

Deliverables: 
Tasks 1 and 2 

Dates: 
Included in this 
document 

 
Project: Virtual Environment Setup WP ref: WP2 
Major constituent: Software simulation Sheet 2 of 6 
Short description: 
 
Environment setup (machines and network) where the software in 
WP3 will run. 
 

Planned start date: 25/09/2017 
Planned end date: 29/09/2017 
Start event: 25/09/2017 
End event: 29/09/2017 

Internal task T1: Virtual Machines Setup 
 
Internal task T2: Virtual Network Setup (+WANem) 
 
Internal task T3: Host connection and WireShark 

Deliverables: 
T1 
T2 
T3 

Dates: 
26/09/2017 
28/09/2017 
29/09/2017 

 
Project: MPEG-DASH transmission using GStreamer and 
DashCast 

WP ref: WP3 

Major constituent: Software implementation Sheet 3 of 6 
Short description: 
 
Deploy in the virtual scenario the server (content distribution) and 
the client or clients (content consumers) 

Planned start date: 2/10/2017 
Planned end date: 1/12/2017 

Start event: 2/10/2017 
End event: 1/12/2017 

Internal task T1: GStreamer + DashCast deployment 
 
Internal task T2: GPAC MP4Client Setup 
 
Internal task T3: First DASH connection 

Deliverables: 
T1 
T2 
T3 

Dates: 
12/10/2017 
16/10/2017 
1/12/2017 
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Project: Transmitter System using FFmpeg WP ref: WP4 
Major constituent: Hardware and software subsystem Sheet 4 of 6 
Short description: 
 
Put together the HW and SW that will function as the capture 
point and transmitter to the server. 
 
 

Planned start date: 30/10/2017 
Planned end date: 1/12/2017 

Start event: 30/10/2017 
End event: 1/12/2017 

Internal task T1: Setup inside the Raspberry Pi and Raspbian OS 
 
Internal task T2: Connection between the camera and the Pi 
 
Internal task T3: Second DASH connection through local 
network (Pi à Virtual Server) 
 

Deliverables: 
T1 
T2 
T3 

Dates: 
3/11/2017 
6/11/2017 
1/12/2017 

 

Project: Tests and evaluation WP ref: WP5 
Major constituent: Simulation and quality tests Sheet 5 of 6 
Short description: 
All tests and quality evaluations to consider future improvements 
and make the final specifications of the system. 

Planned start date: 4/12/2017 
Planned end date: 2/1/2017 

Start event: 4/12/2017 
End event: 2/1/2017 

Internal task T1: Both DASH transmission points configuration 
tests 
 
Internal task T2: WANem configuration tests (different network 
scenarios) 
 
Internal task T3: Overall system evaluation for different 
configurations 
 

Deliverables: 
T1 
T2 
T3 

Dates: 
12/12/2017 
12/12/2017 
2/1/2018 

 

Project: Documentation WP ref: WP6 
Major constituent: Documentation Sheet 6 of 6 
Short description: 
 
Documentation to be delivered. A user manual will be included in 
the Final Report. 

Planned start date: 
14/09/2017 
Planned end date: 31/01/2018 
Start event: 14/09/2017 
End event: 31/01/2018 

Internal task T1: Proposal and Work Plan 
 
Internal task T2: Critical Review 
 
Internal task T3: Final Report 
 
Internal task T4: Project Presentation 

Deliverables: 
Proposal and Work Plan 
Critical Review 
Final Report 
Project presentation 

Dates: 
5/10/2017 
30/11/2017 
24/01/2015 
01/02/2017 

 
Table 2. Work Package details. 
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Milestones 
 

WP# Task# Short title Milestone / deliverable Date (week) 

WP1 T1 Technologies research 
report (State of the art) 

Technologies research report  Included in this 
document 

WP1 T2 Platforms research and 
usage report (Guides) 

Platforms research and usage 
report 

Included in this 
document 

WP2 T1 Virtual Machines Setup Independent machine setup + 
all software installed 

Weeks 37, 38 

WP2 T2 Virtual Network Setup 
(+WANem) 

Virtual network setup Weeks 38, 39 

WP2 T3 Host connection and 
Wireshark 

Host connection and 
Wireshark 

Week 39 

WP3 T1 Server deployment 
(GStreamer/DashCast) 

DASH server deployed Week 40, 41 

WP3 T2 GPAC MP4Client Setup DASH client working Week 41 

WP3 T3 First DASH connection Connection between virtual 
server and client 

Weeks 42-48 

WP4 T1 FFmpeg setup inside R. Pi Setup inside R. Pi Week 44 

WP4 T2 Camera – R. Pi connection Camera – R. Pi connection Weeks 45 

WP4 T3 Second DASH connection Connection between Raspberry 
Pi and virtual server in local 
network 

Weeks 45-48 

WP5 T1 DASH transmission 
config. tests 

DASH config. tests for both 
conn. 

Weeks 49, 50 

WP5 T2 WANemconfig. tests WANem tests with multiple 
clients 

Weeks 49, 50 

WP5 T3 Overall system evaluation 
for different configurations 

Overall system evaluation Weeks 50-
1(2018) 

WP6 T1 Proposal and Work Plan Proposal and Work Plan Weeks 37, 38 

WP6 T2 Critical Review Critical Review Weeks 46-48 

WP6 T3 Final Report Final Report Weeks 51 - 4 
(2018) 

WP6 T4 Project Presentation 
Document 

Project Presentation Document Weeks 2-5 
(2018) 

 
Table 3. Milestones. 
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1.4.3. Time Plan 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Project’s Gantt Diagram 
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2. State of the art of the technology used or applied in this thesis: 
 

Human interest in video broadcast has led companies, SDOs and other research groups to 
develop new technologies to satisfy the quality and quantity demands of the media 
consumers. The technologies that make digital broadcast and streaming possible are 
mainly classified in two groups: streaming protocols and codecs. 
In order to better understand how the presented system works, the following sections 
explain the working principles and objectives of the protocols and codecs used. 

2.1. Background 
 
From mid 1990s to early 2000s, with the increase of bandwidth for Internet users, live 
video streaming through the Internet became possible and new technologies had to arise to 
provide a fluent playback given the available QoS [8]. The Real-time Transport 
Protocol or RTP [9], was the first protocol that targeted this objective. It was developed 
by the IETF in 1996 and published as RFC 1889. This protocol was mainly designed to 
run over UDP [10].  
The basis that UDP stablished was adequate to the real-time application due to its 
connection-less nature and packet loss tolerance (no resends demanded), decreasing the 
RTT of the transmission and allowing multicast or broadcast scenarios.  
However, because UDP exposes the unreliability of the network and there is no packet 
delivery guarantee, the Internet is based in the TCP/IP model [11] which provides a 
reliable connection oriented transmission. This reliability makes TCP transmissions 
slower and more sensitive to bandwidth than UDP (Fig. 4).  
 

 
Figure 4. TCP and UDP transmission examples. 

 
On top of the TCP/IP layer, the HTTP application protocol is the responsible of data 
exchange between server and clients, commonly web browsers [12]. As a consequence, 
the existing Internet infrastructure is made to provide this kind of connections and most 
firewalls let traffic pass through the default HTTP port (port 80).  
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Here arose the new challenge: How can we provide a sufficient video quality and fluent 
playback given a limited network QoS and taking advantage of the already existing HTTP 
infrastructure? 

2.2. Adaptive bitrate streaming and MPEG-DASH 
 
Adaptive bitrate (ABR) streaming over HTTP techniques offer the best approach so far 
against the obstacles of TCP connections when it comes to streaming media. The working 
principle of these techniques is to adapt the bitrate of the data that is being sent from a 
server to the final client’s bandwidth. The objective of this principle is based entirely on 
improving what the users consider more important when watching a video, also known as 
QoE (Quality of Experience). The QoE is quantified by several metrics, including initial 
playout latency, received video quality and most importantly, seamless stall-free 
streaming [3].  
The main approach to increase the QoE perceived by the user is to divide the video and 
audio streams into small chunks available by the client in different qualities. It is the client 
that then evaluates its available bandwidth among other parameters and negotiates with 
the server the quality of the next chunk. Using this method, the client receives subsequent 
chunks one after the other and parses them for playback. 
This evaluation is usually made every time a new chunk of data is requested, typically 
every 1-5 seconds. This way, it is ensured that the probability of network congestion 
regarding the transmission is at its minimum and therefore the playback is less likely to 
stall. 
Since the client is the responsible of choosing the bitrate and resolution of the media 
among those offered by the server, these techniques offer great device scalability and 
compatibility, as illustrated in Fig. 5. 
 

 
Figure 5. Device scalability with HTTP Adaptive Streaming techniques. 

 
As stated in the introduction, there are several proprietary HTTP adaptive streaming 
techniques: HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) developed by Apple Inc., HTTP Dynamic 
Streaming (HDS) developed by Adobe Systems Inc. and other protocols. 
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For the purposes of this system, the standard developed by the ISO/IEC Moving Pictures 
Experts Group (from now on MPEG) under the name of Dynamic Adaptive Streaming 
over HTTP (from now on DASH) has been studied. This standard was published in April 
2012 as ISO/IEC 23009-1:2012. In 2014, a second edition was published as ISO/IEC 
23009-1:2014 [5]. 
DASH, as stated in MPEG’s website [13], “provides a standard solution for the efficient 
and easy streaming of multimedia using existing available HTTP infrastructure 
(particularly servers and CDNs, but also proxies, caches, etc.)”. It offers many features, 
including support for both VoD and live streaming, codec-agnostic content compatibility, 
compatibility with other standards such as Hbbtv [14], etc. 
The elements that take part in a DASH transmission are the client and a regular HTTP 
server. Fig. 6 is a representation of the DASH conceptual architecture. 
 

 
 

Figure 6. MPEG-DASH conceptual architecture. 

 
The HTTP server contains the DASH segments and a Media Presentation Description 
(MPD) file. Those are the only files that a server needs to store in order to feed a stream, 
no further software or logic is required. 
The DASH segments contain the data corresponding to a chunk of the incoming video. 
This video data has previously been encoded in any format and multiplexed in either a 
ISO Media File Format (MP4) or a MPEG-2 Transport Stream container. The encoding 
can be done in multiple bitrate and resolutions to later provide the adaptive factor to the 
transmission. It can also be encoded using multiple codecs to improve compatibility with 
clients. 
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In the process of segmentation, all the different encoded files are divided in segments of 
the desired duration. After this, multiple segment files corresponding to chunks of the 
different quality videos are accessible in the server. 
 

 
Figure 7. DASH segmentation example. 

 

As stated previously, the server also contains the MPD file. This XML file will let the 
client know which segments are available in the server and the properties of each. This is 
done by classifying in a hierarchal way each segment. 

These are the elements of the MPD hierarchy: 

• Period. It is the top element of the MPD. It represents a duration of the video, with 
start and end time. These are usually used to separate the content in chapters or ads 
from content. 

• Adaptation Set. These elements contain media streams. A typical strategy would 
be to put the video in one adaptation set, put the audio in different languages in 
multiple adaptation sets and the subtitles or other data in another. 

• Representation. Representations, within an adaptation set, content the same 
content encoded in different ways: bitrates, resolutions, codecs, etc. Here is where 
the client will know which options to choose. 

 
Figure 8. MPD hierarchal representation. 

 

With this knowledge, the client will evaluate its current bandwidth, codec/resolution 
compatibilities, the quality of the previous segment and other QoE parameters to choose 
the segment’s URL that will request next. One segment after the other, the client will parse 
the stream and play it back, changing between qualities on the fly.   
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2.3. Video Coding Formats and Codecs 
 
Without the breakthroughs that have taken place in video coding development in the last 
decade, video streaming as we know it wouldn’t be possible. Video coding formats play 
such a major role in streaming because they allow video compression and therefore 
provide an excellent tool to decrease or avoid network congestion.  
H.264, also known as MPEG4-AVC, is a lossy video compression standard developed by 
the ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group and the ISO/IEC MPEG. As of 2014 it is one of 
the most commonly used formats for the recording, compression, and distribution of video 
content [15]. As it can be seen in Fig. 9, it is block-oriented and takes into account motion 
estimation, making the coding algorithm very complex. 
 

 
 

Figure 9. Typical structure of an H.264/MPEG4-AVC video encoder [16]. 
 
 

H.265 or HEVC, also developed by the VCEG and MPEG, is the successor of H.264. It 
offers greater compression ratios at the same quality than its predecessor. Although used 
in particular applications, this coding format has not found its way into most real-world 
applications yet, because it needs a lot more processing power, currently not available in 
most mainstream devices. 

For this reason, in the scope of this project, H.264 will be the used video coding format. 
Video codecs are software modules that implement specific coding format encoders and 
decoders. VideoLAN’s x264 [17] is currently the best-known H.264 codec in the free 
software market. It offers high-quality content encoding at sufficient speed to use it in real 
time applications. 
Khronos Group OpenMAX H.264 Video Codec [18] is used to accelerate traditional 
computational hotspots within the H.264 encoding algorithm and offers much greater 
performance with less resources. Consequently, this codec is optimal to run in low power 
or embedded devices, such as the Raspberry Pi. 
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2.4. Open-source communities and multimedia platforms  
 
Free and open source software organizations have been protecting software freedom ideals 
and educating the Internet community accordingly since the 1980s [19], with the birth of 
the General Public License (GPL) designed by the GNU organization. 
Nowadays, organizations like the Open Source Initiative, protect and defend the interests 
of open-source platforms and developers by providing a definition that specifies which 
licenses are compliant with such interests [20]. 
Along with this ethical framework and the required tools for the developers, such as Git 
[21] and GitHub [22], come the open-source platforms that are used widely around the 
globe and benefit a great number of projects, developers and users. 
The following sections provide a description of the main open-source software platforms 
that have been used in the development of this project: FFmpeg, GStreamer, GPAC and 
WANem. 

2.4.1. FFmpeg 
 
FFmpeg [23] is an open-source multimedia framework. It includes several libraries, such 
as libavcodec and libavformat, capable of encoding/decoding and muxing/demuxing 
media in a great number of formats. It is also compatible with most major free software 
libraries such as VideoLAN x264 encoder and OpenMAX h264_omx encoder. 
FFmpeg also offers several command line tools, including ffmpeg, ffplay and ffprobe. 
The first one was originally conceived as a video and audio converter tool, although in the 
present can do many more things, such us grab data from a device and stream it or convert 
between sample rates or sizes on the fly. It recently added an MPEG-DASH multiplexer as 
well [24]. 
The FFmpeg framework is licensed under the GNU Lesser General Public License 2.1. It 
is widely used and respected throughout the multimedia community. 

2.4.2. GStreamer 
 
GStreamer [25] multimedia framework is based in a core/plugins architecture. This way, 
it offers all the necessary tools such as APIs and command line tools to run the plugins, 
making the framework core itself agnostic to media types or protocols. 
The main difference between GStreamer and FFmpeg is that the first is based in pipelines. 
This means that is built in components that can be matched together into a pipeline, 
expanding its use to a great number of different applications. 
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In Fig. 10 [26] an example pipeline is represented. As it can be seen, it is composed by 
elements (blue blocks), going from a file source, through a demuxer and audio and video 
decoders and finally to audio and video playback devices through their dedicated sink 
elements. 

 
Figure 10. Basic OGG player pipeline in GStreamer. 

 

GStreamer is licensed under the GNU Lesser General Public License 2.1 and widely used 
in modern media applications due to its robustness and stability. 

2.4.3. GPAC 
 
GPAC is an open-source software dedicated to rich media and broadcast technologies 
[27]. It offers three very useful applications: MP4Box, Osmo4 MP4Client and DashCast.  
MP4Box can be used for several things, including audio and video encoding, decoding, 
muxing and demuxing in most ISO media formats. It also offers DASH content 
preparation and a SVC bitstream import tool. 
Osmo4 MP4Client is a media player available as a command line tool, GUI application 
and browser integrated plugin. It offers a great compatibility among audio and video 
formats and delivery protocols, including a DASH client. 
Finally, DashCast is an application that enables the user with multiple quality transcoding 
and DASH content preparation (live and VoD segmentation and MPD generation), 
making it the ideal tool for DASH streaming delivery. 
GPAC is also licensed under the GNU Lesser General Public License 2.1 although it 
offers a licensing service for businesses to use it without restrictions. 

2.4.4. WANem 
 
WANem, or the Wide Area Network Emulator [28], is an open-source platform designed 
to provide a “real-world” WAN environment to test applications in their development 
stage.  
It’s really useful when developing a system in a LAN network because it lets the user 
change all the network parameters typical of a WAN network in a really easy way. 
Usually, a machine running WANem is placed as a bridge in the middle of the connection 
to test. 
WANem is licensed under the GNU General Public License 2. 
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3. Methodology 
 

In order to develop the system and design a prototype, the methods described in this 
section have been followed. To accomplish the objectives specified in the introduction, 
these methods have been divided in the following categories: environment setup, system 
design and tests methodology. 

3.1. Environment Setup 
 
The environment used to develop the prototype is based in a hybrid solution between real 
and virtual machines.  
The capture and transmission parts are included in a Raspberry Pi and a Pi Camera 
module. These are physically connected with each other and connected to a laptop 
machine via Ethernet, as it can be seen in Fig. 11. The laptop will receive the video from 
this connection and moreover, it will control the Pi via SSH. 

 
Figure 11. Raspberry Pi to laptop physical connection. 

 

There are three virtual machines running in the laptop: 

• The WANem machine. This machine will have WANem running and will serve 
as a bridge between the host and the other two machines. The host will also reroute 
the Raspberry Pi connection to this machine so that WANem can also control the 
incoming captured data.  

• The Streaming Server. This machine will receive the rerouted stream from the Pi 
and retransmit it to the client machine, controlled through WANem as well. 

• The Client Machine. The client will receive the final stream retransmitted from 
the Streaming Server and play it back. 

 
Figure 12. Virtual environment machines. 
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NOTE: The specific network settings used in the system are described in Appendix A. 

3.2. System Design 
 
The system has been designed by putting together all the parts needed to make the stream 
go from the transmitter to the final client, with the prerequisite that the connections made 
through the WAN are all HTTP. The first step to accomplish this is to assign a capable 
software platform or a combination of these to each task. Once a capable software is 
assigned to a specific task, it is tested independently from the system and its parameters 
adjusted to get the best performance out of it. 
With this modular approach, once each task is covered, the only final thing left to do is to 
connect every subsystem and make the final adjustments needed to ensure the proper 
functioning of the overall system. 
The proposed design takes into account the video stream and not any other, such as audio, 
although with the framework provided it would be trivial to include it. 
Fig. 13 shows the design obtained by following these steps. To go into detail, each 
subsystem will be described separately in the following sections. 
 

 
Figure 13. Simplified block diagram of the design. 

3.2.1. Capture Device / Transmitter Design 
 
First of all, the video stream has to be obtained with the capture device. For the purposes 
of the design, it is assumed that there is a working capture device available in the 
Raspberry Pi in /dev/video0 (this can change from device to device). 

The tasks to accomplish in this section are the following: 
1. Capture a live video stream from the device. 

2. Encode it on the fly in different resolutions and bitrates. 
3. Prepare the content for a DASH connection. 

4. Upload the generated segments to a HTTP server. 
5. Upload the generated MPD to the same HTTP server. 
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6. Refresh the video segments and MPD (avoid generating an infinite number of 
segments). 

 
After evaluating these tasks and a bit of research, it has been found that a platform capable 
of executing all of them in a fairly simple manner is FFmpeg. 
The ffmpeg command accepts a device file, for instance /dev/video0, as an input device 
by running the Video4Linux2 [29] driver, capable of real time transmissions. The next 
thing to do is to specify the input parameters, so the driver knows how to capture the 
stream. Note that the captured resolution and bitrate will limit the highest bitrate and 
resolution used for the DASH representations. Once the input is determined, it is mapped 
to as many output streams as DASH qualities required, each of them with its respective 
encoding parameters. Once the different encoded versions are specified, DASH’s own 
parameters are inserted. 
To ensure there are no errors in the receiving side of the connection, it is critical that the 
H.264 parameters are consistent with the DASH parameters in this sense: every first frame 
of each DASH segment has to be an Intra Frame. To make this true for every segment, it 
is necessary that the segment duration in seconds satisfies the next expression: 

𝑠𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡_𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 	𝑛 ∗	
𝑓𝑝𝑠
𝐺𝑂𝑃 	,					𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ	𝑛 = 1, 2, 3, … 

This is all ffmpeg needs to know to prepare the content for the transmission and upload it 
to a HTTP server, for instance nginx [30]. To keep the stream alive and avoid creating an 
infinite or very large number of files, ffmpeg uses the strategy of repeating file names in a 
cyclic way, replacing already used old segments with new ones. 

 

 
Figure 14. FFmpeg Live DASH content preparation. 

 

If a client had a connection with very high delay and attempted to access an already 
replaced segment, the option “window_size” (files kept within the MPD) or 
“extra_window_size” (extra files kept outside the MPD) would have to be incremented. 
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Once all these parameters are set, ffmpeg generates the MPD and the segment files. To 
make the MPD compatible for live usage with most DASH clients, a few more parameters 
have to be specified. 
Most clients will look for the video stream representations available in the same 
Adaptation Set within the MPD, whereas if they are in different Adaptation Sets the client 
will always request the same representation. By default, FFmpeg places each 
representation in its own Adaptation Set and we need to specify the opposite. To do so, we 
have to make use of the adaptation_sets option, specifying which streams will go in 
which adaptation sets. It is possible to specify that all video streams go into one 
Adaptation Set and all audio streams into another, accomplishing an MPD structure 
compatible with most clients. 
Another option to take into account is segment_template. Its values are 0 or 1, specifying 
a SegmentList or a SegmentTemplate structure, respectively. Although most clients are 
compatible with both options, it is always recommended for live uses to use the 
SegmentTemplate option, since it provides a compact MPD with an identifier mechanism 
and keeps the segments more structured. Using this option the startup latency time of the 
steam can be reduced since the download time of a very large MPD using SegmentList 
can be very high. 
As an example, the following MPD generated with FFmpeg includes two representations 
in the same Adaptation Set and uses a SegmentTemplate structure. It describes a stream 
with two available video respresentations, encoded with x264 in two different bitrates. 
 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<MPD xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
 xmlns="urn:mpeg:dash:schema:mpd:2011" 
 xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink" 
 xsi:schemaLocation="urn:mpeg:DASH:schema:MPD:2011 
http://standards.iso.org/ittf/PubliclyAvailableStandards/MPEG-DASH_schema_files/DASH-MPD.xsd" 
 profiles="urn:mpeg:dash:profile:isoff-live:2011" 
 type="dynamic" 
 minimumUpdatePeriod="PT500S" 
 suggestedPresentationDelay="PT2S" 
 availabilityStartTime="2018-01-13T21:43:18Z" 
 publishTime="2018-01-13T21:57:48Z" 
 minBufferTime="PT4.0S"> 
    <ProgramInformation> 
    </ProgramInformation> 
    <Period id="0" start="PT0.0S"> 
        <AdaptationSet id="0" contentType="video" segmentAlignment="true" 
bitstreamSwitching="true"> 
            <Representation id="0" mimeType="video/mp4" codecs="avc1.640028" 
bandwidth="1500000" width="640" height="480" frameRate="24/1"> 
     <SegmentTemplate timescale="1000000" duration="2000000" initialization="init-
stream$RepresentationID$.m4s" media="chunk-stream$RepresentationID$-$Number%05d$.m4s" 
startNumber="1"> 
     </SegmentTemplate> 
 </Representation> 
 <Representation id="1" mimeType="video/mp4" codecs="avc1.640028" bandwidth="900000" 
width="640" height="480" frameRate="24/1"> 
     <SegmentTemplate timescale="1000000" duration="2000000" initialization="init-
stream$RepresentationID$.m4s" media="chunk-stream$RepresentationID$-$Number%05d$.m4s" 
startNumber="1"> 
     </SegmentTemplate> 
 </Representation> 
        </AdaptationSet> 
    </Period> 
</MPD> 

 
NOTE: In appendix C.1, the full command used to stream with this system is shown.   
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3.2.2. Streaming Server Design 
 
Now that the MPD and segments are available in the transmitter, the next step is to access 
them from the Streaming Server machine, parse them into a single stream, prepare the 
content again for DASH and, finally, upload it to an HTTP server. 
This has been approached by combining a DASH client that can parse and forward the 
stream and a DASH server. The platforms chosen to take care of these tasks are 
GStreamer for the DASH client and forwarding and GPAC DashCast for the DASH 
content preparation and uploading to the HTTP server. 
Because both platforms are RTP compatible, that is, GStreamer can stream through RTP 
and DashCast can receive via RTP, the connection between both is made with this 
protocol. 
In the following sections both subsystems are described in detail. 

3.2.2.1. DASH parser and transcoder 
 
As explained in section 2.4.2 of this document, GStreamer works by building pipelines 
from its available plugins. 
The pipeline built to accomplish these objectives is represented in the following figure. 

 
Figure 15. GStreamer pipeline to parse a DASH stream to RTP. 

 

Each element in the pipeline is responsible of doing a task and delivering the stream to the 
next element. A description of each element and what it does is provided below: 

1. soupHTTPsrc. This element receives data as a client over the network via HTTP 
using SOUP. It is the one responsible of making the HTTP request of the MPD file 
stored in the transmitter and passing it on to the next element, every time this one 
requests it.  

2. decodebin. This element is an auto-pluggable decoder that outputs the input 
stream in a raw format. Internally, this plugin, constructs a decoding pipeline using 
other available decoders. This means that is internally concatenating a DASH 
client (GstDashDemux), obtaining the H.264 stream (video/x-h264) and a x264 
decoder to output the stream in raw (video/x-raw) format.  

3. x264enc. A regular x264 encoder plugin. It encodes the raw stream that comes 
from the decodebin element in H.264 to later packetize it in a RTP stream. 

4. RTPh264pay. It payload-encodes the H.264 input stream to RTP packets 
5. UDPsink. A UDP packet sender. Makes the RTP stream available in the network, 

with the specified host and port settings. 
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As explained in the previous section, it is needed to set the GOP size of the encoding to be 
coherent with the specified segment size (in next section). To do this, in this case, the key-
int-max property of the x264enc element has to be specified. This adjustment could be 
avoided because of the next reason: since the stream is sent within the same machine (no 
network limitation) and in the DASH server it will be transcoded, the encoding can be 
made in an All-Intra profile, meaning that the frames are key-frames and the transcoder 
will have no problems in decoding the stream. 
Once the stream is encoded in H.264, it will be streamed again via RTP making use of the 
RTP H.264 Payload (RTPh264pay) and the UDPsink plugins. The properties to consider 
in this point are the config-interval and pt (payload type) of the RTP element. 
The config-interval property lets the user decide the time in seconds in which the RTP 
packetizer will include PPS (Picture Parameter Set) and SPS (Segment Parameter Set) 
parameter sets. These sets protect the stream from a loss of a picture or GOP header and 
its devastating effects. Since our RTP stream is not meant to go through networks of low 
bandwidth (it will be local) this parameter can be set to a higher value than usual, thus 
reducing the overhead of the transmission. 
The payload type property refers to the structure of the data in the RTP packets depending 
on the used encoding format [31]. The standard defines positive integers for some of the 
most common encoding formats, such as MPEG2-TS and H.263. The default value for 
H.264 streams is 96, referring to the dynamic mode of payload type. Using this mode, any 
codec not listed in the payload types table can be packetized with RTP and a supporting 
protocol, such as SDP. Using this protocol, the client can adjust to the RTP stream with a 
file containing the parameters specific to the encoder packetization: encoding format, 
clock-rate, etc. 
The host and port where the RTP session will be streamed are set using the properties host 
and port of the UDPsink element.  
It is very important to execute GStreamer in verbose mode in order to get the caps 
corresponding to the RTP and UDP protocols and be able to receive the stream properly in 
next section. 
NOTE: In appendix C.2 can be found the full command used to receive the content and 
stream it via RTP. 

3.2.2.2. DASH Server 
 
With the H.264 content streamed via RTP locally in the machine, this subsystem has to 
capture and prepare it for a DASH transmission, uploading it to the server. The GPAC 
framework has a tool that provides these functions, DashCast. 
DashCast will receive the RTP stream and transcode it into multiple qualities. It will also 
generate an MPD file with the live profile, if specified. 
To connect to the RTP session opened in the previous section with DashCast, an SDP file 
is needed. The caps dumped by the RTP and UDP elements in GStreamer in the execution 
of the previous command provide all the information needed to create a working SDP.  
Having created the SDP file, the RTP stream can be received from DashCast and the next 
thing to do is to run it with the desired parameters. 
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DashCast is mainly configured with the file dashcast.conf. This file contains the number 
of representations and their respective paramaters in which the input stream will be 
transcoded. It also specifies the codec used to encode each representation. 
Following there is a configuration example for a transmission with two available 
representations: one encoded at a resolution of 640x480 and a bitrate of 500kbps and the 
other encoded at a resolution of 320x240 at 300kbps. Both are encoded with x264. 
 
[0] 
type=video 
bitrate=500000 
framerate=24 
width=640 
height=480 
crop_x=0 
crop_y=0 
low_delay=no 
codec=libx264 
 
[1] 
type=video 
bitrate=300000 
framerate=24 
width=320 
height=240 
crop_x=0 
crop_y=0 
low_delay=no 
codec=libx264 
 

 
The low_delay parameter forces fast encoding, usually avoiding B frames. This reduces 
the resources used by the encoder and reduces the time of encoding, but it decreases 
quality at the same bitrate. 
DashCast groups representations by type into an adaptation set. This means that by 
default, the video and audio representations will be in their respective adaptation sets. 
When running the command, it is also important to specify that the stream is captured and 
transmitted live, otherwise the generated MPD won’t be compatible with HTTP clients. 
This is done by adding the –live option at launch. 

The generated MPD resulting from the configuration example above is shown below. 
 

<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<MPD xmlns="urn:mpeg:dash:schema:mpd:2011" availabilityStartTime="2018-01-14T18:16:47.846Z" 
minBufferTime="PT1.000000S" timeShiftBufferDepth="PT00H00M10S" type="dynamic" 
profiles="urn:mpeg:dash:profile:full:2011" minimumUpdatePeriod="PT1000S"> 
 <ProgramInformation moreInformationURL="http://gpac.sourceforge.net"> 
  <Title>dashcast.mpd</Title> 
 </ProgramInformation> 
 <Period start="PT0H0M0.000S" id="P1"> 
  <AdaptationSet segmentAlignment="true" bitstreamSwitching="false"> 
   <SegmentTemplate timescale="47" duration="47" media="$RepresentationID$_$Number$_gpac.m4s" 
startNumber="1" initialization="$RepresentationID$_init_gpac.mp4"/> 
   <Representation id="0" mimeType="video/mp4" codecs="avc1.42c01f" width="640" height="480" 
frameRate="47" sar="1:1" startWithSAP="1" bandwidth="500000"> 
   </Representation> 
   <Representation id="1" mimeType="video/mp4" codecs="avc1.42c015" width="320" height="240" 
frameRate="47" sar="1:1" startWithSAP="1" bandwidth="300000"> 
   </Representation> 
  </AdaptationSet> 
 </Period> 
</MPD> 
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As it can be seen, when running the command with the live flag, the MPD is formatted 
using the SegmentTemplate element by default, in a very similar way that FFmpeg.  

 
NOTE: In appendix C.2 can be found the command used to retransmit with DashCast, the 
SDP file and the dashcast.conf file. 
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3.2.3. Client Setup 
 
The final thing to do is to access the MPD file stored in the Streaming Server and play it 
back in the client machine, in order to evaluate and run the appropriate tests. 
Two DASH clients have been tested and evaluated, both included in some of the 
frameworks that have already been used: GPAC Osmo4/MP4Client and a client based in a 
GStreamer pipeline. 

3.2.3.1. Osmo4/MP4Client 
 
This first client, included with the GPAC framework, is very simple to use. It can be 
executed as a GUI application and then input the URL pointing to the MPD or by running 
a command with the URL. Once executed, it starts the playback as soon as the first 
segment is fetched. 
As it can be seen in the code responsible of the DASH Client and negotiation [32], this 
client evaluates the download rates of the segments and compares them to the bitrates of 
the segments stored in the server. If the download rate is greater to more than one 
representations above the current representation, the client tries to adapt to the one with 
highest quality if the configuration file has the aggressive flag, otherwise it tries to adapt 
to the one with less better quality than the current one. 
Here are some other important configuration parameters of this client: 

- NetworkAdaptation. Sets the client’s adaptation mode. The options allowed are 
disabled, for no adaptation, bandwidth, to adapt based only on download rate and 
finally buffer, that takes into account buffer levels for quality drops. 

- BufferingMode. Sets the mode for the buffers. Allows for segment and minBuffer 
buffering, parameters specified by the server in the MPD. The first buffers the 
segments before handing them to the player and the second buffers by the time 
specified in the MPD. 

- LowLatency. This parameter specifies that the data parsing should be made as 
soon as possible while the segment is being downloaded 

- SwitchProbeCount. Specifies the number of segments to wait before switching 
between representations. 

For debugging purposes, AutoSwitchCount and DebugAdaptationSet are very 
important as well, forcing switching between representations every specified number of 
segments and forcing a specific representation every time, respectively. 
These parameters are all set in the [DASH] section of the GPAC general configuration 
file, usually located in the .gpac directory under the name GPAC.cfg. 
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3.2.3.2. GStreamer based client: DashDemux 
 
This client is based in a pipeline that resembles the pipeline designed in section 3.2.2.1. To 
obtain a DASH player from the pipeline, the last three plugins have to be substituted with 
a player plugin, the autovideosink. This plugin will get the raw video stream from the 
decodebin and play it back. 
 

 
Figure 16. GStreamer pipeline to play back a DASH stream. 

 

As stated in section 3.2.2.1, the decodebin element looks in the list of the gstreamer 
elements and builds a decoding pipeline capable of decoding the input stream to a raw 
format. As explained, the main element that fetches in this case is the plugin 
GstDashDemux [33].  
This plugin has an internal task that downloads the fragments found in the MPD into a 
queue, calculating the time of the download and deciding the representations of the 
fragments to come.  
The properties that this plugin leaves open for user adjustment are maximum bitrate, to 
set a segment bitrate limit (higher bitrate segment will be avoided), minimum and 
maximum buffering, to set the minimum and maximum segments to be stored in the 
segment queue, and finally the bandwidth ratio, to set the default bitrate to look for in the 
next segment from the download rate of the previous. The former lets the user set a “safety 
boundary” by reducing the actual requested bitrate in relation to the available download 
rate. 
To seamlessly switch between streams, the plugin takes advantage of a feature of the 
decodebin element: the elements that are contained within the parent element can be 
reordered in a structure of chains and groups, all co-existing, but with only one group 
decoding at a time. To summarize, Dashdemux actually dynamically creates decoding 
groups for the different codecs and qualities and switches between them on the fly. 

 
NOTE: In appendix C.3, the specific commands to run the clients are shown. 
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3.3. Tests Methodology 
 
This section describes how the tests were set. The first thing to specify is how the system 
will be running and which qualities will be available for each transmission. 
As explained in the introduction, to ensure device resolution compatibility (that there are a 
good number of resolutions available in the streaming server), the segments of the first 
connection will be constant in resolution and varying in bitrate. Table 4 shows the 
different bitrate versions that will be available in the Pi. 
 

Representation # Resolution Bitrate 

1 640x480 1500kbps 

2 640x480 800kbps 

3 640x480 380kbps 
 

Table 4. Available DASH qualities in the Pi. 
 

Once the stream is retransmitted from the streaming server to the clients, the adaptation 
qualities have to be quite diverse, varying both in bitrate and resolution.  
 

Representation # Resolution Bitrate 

1 640x480 1500kbps 

2 480x360 800kbps 

3 320x240 380kbps 
 

Table 5. Available DASH qualities in the Streaming Server. 

 
With the DASH connections set up, the next thing to do is specify which WAN settings 
will be used for the tests. The methodology here is the next: both connections will be 
evaluated in two generic set of WAN settings with different bandwidths as starting points, 
and for each of these sets, the packet loss and delay time will be modified in real time.  
 

Generic Set 
Original 
Settings Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 

Loss RTT Loss RTT Loss RTT Loss RTT 

T-2, DS-2 
North America 
(6.312 Mbps) 

0% 100ms 2% 100ms 5% 150ms 5% 300ms 

T-1, DS-1 
North America 
(1.544 Mbps) 

0% 100ms 2% 100ms 5% 150ms 5% 300ms 

 

Table 6. Network settings to test for both transmission and relay. 
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Given these parameters the maximum throughput for each set can be computed. The next 
equation defines a model for TCP connection without losses and given a specific TCP 
window size [34]. 

𝑇ℎ <=
𝑇𝐶𝑃	𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑤	𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒

𝑅𝑇𝑇  
 

Using the Mathis equation, the theoretical maximum throughput for each of the set of 
settings with losses specified above can be computed. As an example, below is the 
calculation for the Step 3 of the North America 6.312 Mbps connection (refer to Table 6). 
 

𝑇ℎ <=
𝑀𝑆𝑆
𝑅𝑇𝑇 	

E
1.5
𝑝 =

11680
0.150 	

E 1.5
0.05 = 426493	𝑏𝑝𝑠 ≈ 426	𝑘𝑏𝑝𝑠 

 

The Maximum Segment Size (MSS) is obtained by subtracting the IP and TCP header 
sizes to the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU), in bits. Taking a MTU of 1500 Bytes 
(Ethernet connection) and headers of 20 Bytes each, results in a MSS of 1460 Bytes 
(11680 bits). 
Applying these equations to all sets and assuming a typical TCP window size of 65535 
Bytes for the first equation, the next table with all maximum throughputs is obtained. 
 

No Loss Max. 
Throughput  

Step 2 Max. 
Throughput 

Step 3 Max. 
Throughput 

Step 4 Max. 
Throughput 

6312 kbps 1011 kbps 426 kbps 213 kbps 
 

Table 8. Corresponding throughputs for each set of WAN settings. 
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4. Results 
This section describes the results obtained by following the tests methodology explained 
in the previous section. Furthermore, a fairness test has been added in order to further 
evaluate how both clients work when there is more than one in a network. 
First of all, a throughput limiting test switching between the described WAN scenarios has 
been made. To evaluate the results, the connection has been analysed with WireShark: by 
filtering the HTTP GET requests, we can see which representation is the client requesting 
at any moment and by filtering the TCP segments and plotting them into a graph we can 
see the bitrate used by the transmission. This test is made with the GStreamer based client, 
since in the design this client will be the only one accessing the stream in the network. 
Beginning with the TCP bitrate analysis, the four steps defined in Table 6 have been 
applied gradually. Every 30 seconds approximately, the WAN settings have been switched 
to the next step, lowering the throughput every time. The results obtained are represented 
in the following plot. 
 

 
Figure 17. First transmission download bitrate plot. 

 

It is important to notice that the segment size is 2 seconds, getting roughly four requests 
every 10 seconds. As it is seen in the plot, in the original settings the requests and 
responses are constant every two seconds, but once the throughput is limited, these 
become more varying in time, due to the TCP congestion control. 
Analysing the requested segments and determining which representation corresponds to 
every segment, the following plot is obtained. 
 

 
Figure 18. First transmission representation request plot 
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As it can be seen in the plot, the representation bitrate lowers every time the RTT and 
Loss parameters of the WAN settings are increased. In the first 30 seconds of the 
transmission all the requests from the client were for the highest bitrate stream. In between 
no loss and step 2, the requests were alternating between Representation 2 and 
Representation 3. The first drop to Representation 3 is due to the sudden change in the 
WAN settings, but by the end of Step 2 it stabilizes. In Step 3, the limiting throughput 
made that all the segments requested correspond to the lowest bitrate representation. 
Finally, in Step 4 the requests were also for the lowest bitrate, but in this case the video 
playback was stalling because the throughput was even lower than the download rate of 
this stream. 
The fairness test has been set up by running two instances of MP4Client at two different 
virtual machines, both connecting to a stream running in the Raspberry Pi with the 
representations of Table 5. With the existing WANem set up the WAN settings can be 
controlled for both clients at the same time and independently. This way, a client can have 
a poorer connection than the other. 
The first fairness test is made with identical throughputs for both clients. In this case, it 
has been tested with both 1s and 4s segment sizes in order to evaluate which one is 
optimal to ensure equity.  

 
Figure 19. Fairness test bitrate plot for 1s segments. 

 
Figure 20. Fairness test bitrate plot for 4s segments. 

 

Even without looking at the requested representations per segment, it can already be seen 
that for both segment sizes, Client 1 has higher bitrate and probably is demanding more 
part of the connection than Client 2. Nonetheless, the connection with 4s segments 
provides a more equally distributed connection for both clients. 
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To go into further detail, let’s evaluate as well the representation requests corresponding 
to these transmissions. 
 

 
Figure 21. Fairness test representation plot for 1s segments. 

 
Just as it had been seen in the bitrate plots, here is confirmed that Client 1 is at the highest 
bitrate representation during more segments than Client 2. When both clients are 
streaming simultaneously they drop to Representation 2 more often, ensuring that the TCP 
connection is not congested. 

 

 
Figure 22. Fairness test representation plot for 4s segments. 

 
Comparing both segment size transmissions, it can be concluded that for the tested WAN 
settings the 4s segments work better. Although it takes a bit longer to re-stabilize when 
sudden changes happen, it provides a connection with less switching between streams and 
more stability. 
  

1500
kbps

800 
kbps

380 
kbps
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Let’s now evaluate a network scenario where each client has a different throughput. In this 
case, Client 2 has been set with a throughput of 1900kbps so it requests the highest 
representation bitrate. Client 1 available throughput is limited to 900kbps, so it can only 
request the 800kbps representation or less. With these settings, the following bitrate and 
representation request plots are obtained. 
 

 
Figure 23. Fairness test bitrate plot with different throughputs for each client. 

 

 
Figure 24. Fairness test representation plot with different throughputs for each client. 

 
The representation requests plot clearly shows how the TCP connection is congested at 
around segment 29, once Client 2 has started streaming as well. When this happened, both 
streams dropped at the lowest bitrate possible in order to free the available throughput and 
avoid packet loss. Once Client 1 leaves the connection, Client 2 struggles a bit to increase 
the bitrate back to Representation 2, but by segment 65 it achieves stability. This can also 
be seen by the final consistent peaks in the bitrate plot. 
  

Total Bitrate
Bitrate Client 2 (Th=920kbps)
Bitrate Client 1 (Th=1900kbps)

kbps

kbps
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Unfortunately, given the computational resources available because of the environment 
running three virtual machines, specific subjective results couldn’t be obtained. The great 
amount of encoding and decoding processes running simultaneously in the same machine 
would often result in encoding errors, and the playback at the clients was considerably 
affected. 
Even though this subjective evaluation at the final client hasn’t been possible, one can be 
made for the stream before relaying. This is made by accessing the stream of the 
Raspberry Pi directly from the host machine with a playback client. 
The results using this method have been quite satisfactory, taking into account the 
processing power of a device such as the Raspberry Pi: 

• One second or less of playback start since initial request. 

• Up to 1080p transmissions using the OMX H.264 encoder without encoding 
errors. 

• Between three and four seconds of delay from capture to playback, encoding at a 
maximum resolution of 720x540 and bitrate 1500kbps, via Ethernet. 

• Transparent switching between segments of different bitrates. 

 
Another important feature of this FFmpeg generated DASH stream is that is compatible 
with the DASHIF dash.js Reference Client [35]. Regarding the design of the system, this 
is very important because it means that a web server running an instance of dash.js will be 
able to play the stream, and the media consumers will be able to connect to the live stream 
via web browser, without having to install external software.  
Since v2.3 of this client, it includes an analyser tool that indicates which representation is 
currently requesting and the current buffer level. Its graphical output is represented in Fig. 
25. 

 
Figure 25. Output of the DASHIF dash.js client. 

 
This results correspond to a real WAN connection, where the MPD file stored in the 
Raspberry Pi server was accessed from the Internet, as opposed to a LAN. As shown in 
the plot, the video bitrate line switches between the bitrates specified in table 4, each one 
corresponding to a representation: 1500kbps, 800kbps and 380kbps. 
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5. Budget 

This section contains the following budget estimations: cost of the prototype used in the 
development of the system, person-hour cost and an estimation of the cost of a hosting 
service for streaming purposes. 
 
The following budget represents the cost of the capture and transmitter system prototype 
used for the development of the project. 
 

Manufacturer Model Quantity Price per Unit Price 
Raspberry Pi Pi 3 Model B 1 30,19 € 30,19 € 
Raspberry Pi Camera Module V2 1 23,09 € 23,09 € 
Generic Generic USB Microphone 1 15,00 € 15,00 € 
Adafruit Powerboost 1000C 1 16,80 € 16,80 € 
Generic 3.7V Lithium Battery 1 7,00 € 7,00 € 
          
TOTAL       92,08 € 

Table 9. Prototype budget. 

All the software to be used in the system (FFmpeg, GPAC, GStreamer) is free and 
licensed under the LGPL 2.1 license and therefore is not included in the budget. 
 
An estimation of the human costs of the system design and development is represented in 
the following table. 
 

Personnel Hourly Rate Hours/Month Months Wage 
Junior Engineer (Design, 
development and 
documentation) 

10€ 200 5 10000 € 

Senior Engineer 
(Guidance and 
consulting) 

24€ 10 5 1200 € 

     
TOTAL       11200 € 

Table 10. Personnel costs budget. 
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To serve the same purpose as the prototype above but for the server part, a laptop 
containing several virtual machines has been used. Since in a real streaming situation with 
several clients this system would not provide sufficient resources, an approximate budget 
of a real streaming hosting service is included, in the period of one year. 
 

Service Price/Month Price/Year 
• Dedicated streaming server: 4x3.3 GHz processor 

500GB Hard Drive + CDN Service 160 € 1920 € 

   
TOTAL   1920 € 

Table 11. Approximate budget of a real streaming hosting service. 

The final cost of the project including a 1 year hosting service is 13212.08€.  
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6. Conclusions and future development 
 
The main objective of this thesis has been fulfilled: a tested design of a system that uses 
the MPEG-DASH standard for both transmission and relaying. The objective of keeping 
the design inexpensive has been fulfilled as well. 
The bitrate and resolution limiting feature described in the objectives section of this 
document hasn’t been achieved, mainly because of the lack of time and resources of the 
project. Even so, the next two proposals to develop this feature in the future have been 
sketched out: 

• Multiple instances of DashCast running. Although not the best performance-wise, 
this solution could be easily implemented. The idea is to have one DashCast 
instance running for each input representation, transcoding the stream with all the 
existing output representations equal or smaller in quality that the input.  With all 
of these running at the same time and each with its respective MPD in a separate 
directory of the web server, the client would be “tricked” into requesting different 
MDPs every time the input stream switched in quality. The following figure 
represents the working principle of this method. 
 

 
Figure 26. DashCast based, bandwidth limiting proposal. 

 

• Develop a DASH “muxer” GStreamer plugin. This solution is perhaps more 
elegant and performance friendly than the previous one. As explained in section 
3.2.3.2, the gstdashdemux plugin creates decoding chains for each representation. 
In the same way, a plugin that generates encoding chains based in the input 
representations could be made, and each of these chains would update the MPD 
with the currently available representations. This solution is better because only 
the currently used representations would be encoded and the overall system would 
be more effective. 

The other and more obvious feature to integrate into the system is audio support. Since all 
of the platforms used offer the same functionalities for audio that they do for video, the 
audio integration should be very straightforward. 
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With these features added, the system designed should behave as expected in a production 
environment, offering the users all the necessary tools to deploy an adaptive streaming 
service. 
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Appendix A: Network Setup and Testing Environment 
 
This document describes the network setup used to deploy and test the system designed in 
this thesis. In the following diagram the overall network is represented with the nets, 
addresses and interfaces of all the machines used.  
 

 
 

Figure 27. Network environment for development and tests. 

 
This environment can be divided into three main parts: the Raspberry Pi to host 
connection, the host to WANem connection and the connection between streaming server 
and clients. 
 
1. Connecting the Raspberry Pi to the host machine via Ethernet 

 
First of all, let’s setup the connection between the Pi and the host machine via 
Ethernet. In order to do so, both network interfaces have to be configured in manual IP 
address assignment. This option is usually under the IPv4 tab in the network settings in 
most Linux systems. 
 

 
Figure 28. Host machine eno1 interface IPv4 configuration. 
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If we are connected to the Pi via SSH or the x server is not running, we can configure 
the IP address to be static introducing the following command: 

  pi@raspberrypi:~ $ ip address add 192.168.2.2/24 dev eth0 

 
With both addresses configured to be in the same network and the Ethernet cable 
connected, we should be able to ping successfully from one to the other and vice versa. 
Now, every time the Pi is on, we can login through SSH from the host using the same 
connection. 

 
2. Configuring the host machine to WANem connection 

 
Now let’s configure the routes so that we can access the other virtual machines from 
the host and going through WANem. 
First we need to configure the VirtualBox emulated physical networks. The WANem 
machine will have three interfaces: one to connect to the host (Host-only Adapter, 
eth0), one to connect to the streaming server (Internal Network, eth1) and finally one 
to connect to the client (Internal Network, eth2).  
 

 
Figure 29. WANem adapter 1 (eth0) VirtualBox network serttings. 

 
 

    
 

Figure 30. WANem adapter 2 (eth1) and 3 (eth2) VirtualBox network serttings. 
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The client and server will connect to WANem with their respective eth1 interfaces. 
 

   
Figure 31. Server (left) and client (right) VirtualBox network settings. 

 

Now let’s proceed to the routing. With the next command, we establish the route from 
the host to the streaming server machine. 

  host@arch:~ $ sudo route add -net 172.16.34.0/24 gw 192.168.56.101 

 
Let’s do the same but in the opposite direction: from the streaming server machine to 
the host. 

  srv@server:~ $ sudo route add -net 192.168.56.0/24 gw 172.16.34.1 

 
To access the Pi from the server, we will take the routing a step further by adding the 
route to the Pi-Host net. 

  srv@server:~ $ sudo route add -net 192.168.2.0/24 gw 172.16.34.1 

 
Now in the opposite direction, so that we can access everything from the Pi. 

  pi@raspberrypi:~ $ sudo route add -net 192.168.56.0/24 gw 192.168.2.1 
  pi@raspberrypi:~ $ sudo route add -net 172.16.34.0/24 gw 192.168.2.1 

 
 

3. Configuring the server to client connection through the WANem machine 
 
The only thing is to add a route from the client to the server. 

  cli@client:~ $ sudo route add -net 172.16.34.0/24 gw 172.16.44.1 

 

And in the opposite direction, from the server to the client. 

  srv@server:~ $ sudo route add -net 172.16.44.0/24 gw 172.16.34.1 
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4. Routing tables 
 
With everything configured according to the prior steps, the routing table of each 
machine should look like this. 
 

Destination Gateway Genmask Iface 
0.0.0.0 10.0.2.2 0.0.0.0 eth0 
10.0.2.0 0.0.0.0 255.255.255.0 eth0 
172.16.34.0 0.0.0.0 255.255.255.0 eth1 
172.16.44.0 172.16.34.1 255.255.255.0 eth1 
192.168.2.0 172.16.34.1 255.255.255.0 eth1 
192.168.56.0 172.16.34.1 255.255.255.0 eth1 

 

Table 12. Streaming server routing table. 

 
Destination Gateway Genmask Iface 
0.0.0.0 10.0.2.2 0.0.0.0 eth0 
10.0.2.0 0.0.0.0 255.255.255.0 eth0 
172.16.34.0 172.16.44.1 255.255.255.0 eth1 
172.16.44.0 0.0.0.0 255.255.255.0 eth1 
192.168.56.0 172.16.44.1 255.255.255.0 eth1 

 

Table 13. Client routing table. 

 
Destination Gateway Genmask Iface 
172.16.34.0 0.0.0.0 255.255.255.0 eth1 
172.16.44.0 0.0.0.0 255.255.255.0 eth2 
192.168.2.0 192.168.56.1 255.255.255.0 eth0 
192.168.56.0 0.0.0.0 255.255.255.0 eth0 

 

Table 14. WANem routing table. 

 
Destination Gateway Genmask Iface 
172.16.34.0 192.168.56.101 255.255.255.0 vboxnet0 
172.16.44.0 192.168.56.101 255.255.255.0 vboxnet0 
192.168.2.0 0.0.0.0 255.255.255.0 eno1 
192.168.56.0 0.0.0.0 255.255.255.0 vboxnet0 

 

Table 15. Host routing table. 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

Table 16. Raspberry Pi routing table. 

 

Destination Gateway Genmask Iface 
172.16.34.0 192.168.2.1 255.255.255.0 eth0 
192.168.2.0 0.0.0.0 255.255.255.0 eth0 
192.168.56.0 192.168.2.1 255.255.255.0 eth0 
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Once we have tested all the connections with the ping tool and checked that the Raspberry 
Pi is accessible from the Streaming Server virtual machine and the server is accessible 
from the client machine, we can analyse the packets sent through the host choosing the 
vbox0 interface in WireShark, running in the host. To analyse the connection between 
client and server, WireShark will be running in the client as well. 
To emulate different network scenarios, we can control the Pi-Server connection through 
interface eth0 of the WANem machine. Then we can control the Server-Client connection 
through eth1 and eth2.  
To do so, visit the WANem configuration server at http://192.168.56.101/WANem from a 
browser in the host. Choose the desired settings for each interface, as it can be seen in Fig. 
32. 

 

 
 

Figure 32. WANem Basic Mode configuration tool. 
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Appendix B: Installation Guide 
This document provides the user with a step by step installation guide of all the software 
required in each machine. The system was tested in Raspbian Stretch v4.9 for the 
Raspberry Pi and Ubuntu Desktop 16.04 for the Streaming Server, although the platforms 
installed are available in most operating systems. 
 
1. Nginx and FFmpeg (Raspberry Pi) 
 

Nginx is installed with the regular package manager for each Linux distribution. For 
Debian or Ubuntu, the apt-get package manager can be used, like in the following 
command. 

  pi@raspberrypi:~ $ sudo apt-get install nginx 

 
To install FFmpeg with all of the dependencies that we will need, including the 
OpenMax h264 codec, we need to follow these steps.  
 
First of all, update the package manager’s list by typing the following command.  

  pi@raspberrypi:~ $ sudo apt-get update 

 
Now let’s install all the required dependencies. 

  pi@raspberrypi:~ $ sudo apt-get install autoconf automake build-essential 
    libass-dev libfreetype6-dev \ 
    libsdl1.2-dev libtheora-dev libtool libva-dev libvdpau-dev libvorbis-dev 
    libxcb1-dev libxcb-shm0-dev \ 
    libxcb-xfixes0-dev pkg-config texinfo zlib1g-dev 

 
To get the latest development version of FFmpeg let’s clone its GitHub repository 
locally. Move to the downloaded directory to move on to the next steps. 

  pi@raspberrypi:~ $ cd ~ 
  pi@raspberrypi:~ $ git clone https://github.com/ffmpeg/FFMpeg --depth 1 
  pi@raspberrypi:~ $ cd ~/FFMpeg 

 
Inside the downloaded directory, let’s configure the compilation by running the next 
command. 

  pi@raspberrypi:~ $ ./configure --enable-gpl --enable-nonfree --enable-mmal 
--enable-omx --enable-omx-rpi 
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With these options enabled, we will be able to encode using the OpenMax codecs. 
Now let’s proceed to the compilation. Use the option –j4 to take advantage of the Pi’s 
processor 4 cores and compile faster. This step will usually last 10 to 15 minutes to 
complete. 

  pi@raspberrypi:~ $ make -j4  

 
To check that the OpenMax codec has been installed correctly, let’s run the following 
command.  

  pi@raspberrypi:~ $ ./ffmpeg -encoders | grep h264_omx 

 
We should see that the grep command finds a line with something similar to the 
following. 

  V..... h264_omx         OpenMAX IL H.264 video encoder (codec h264) 

 
Finally, let’s install ffmpeg locally so we can launch it from everywhere in the Pi. 

  pi@raspberrypi:~ $ make install 

 
These steps were taken from the Raspberry Pi dedicated forum in Reddit:  
https://www.reddit.com/r/raspberry_pi/comments/5677qw/hardware_accelerated_x264
_encoding_with_ffmpeg/. 

 
2. Nginx, GStreamer and GPAC (Streaming Server) 
 

The same way we installed Nginx in the Pi in the previous section, let’s install it in the 
Ubuntu server machine. 

  srv@server:~ $ sudo apt-get install nginx 

 
GStreamer is usually installed in most Linux distributions by default. If that is not the 
case, in Ubuntu you can install it with the apt-get package manager. Since it is 
distributed in several packages, you should install all of them like in the next 
command. 

  srv@server:~ $ apt-get install libgstreamer-plugins1.0* 
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To install the latest GPAC development version and all of the dependencies needed to 
run the DashCast util, the following steps should be followed. 
First, we will need to install the x264 encoder with its development package. This can 
be done from most package managers. 

  srv@server:~ $ sudo apt-get install libx264-dev 

 

Install the yasm assembler, required for the compilation. 

  srv@server:~ $ sudo apt-get install yasm 

 

Now let’s install ffmpeg, since it is a GPAC dependency when using DashCast. Let’s 
clone the repository to a local directory. 

  srv@server:~ $ git clone git://source.ffmpeg.org/ffmpeg.git ffmpeg 

 

Go into the directory created and configure the installation like in the following 
commands. 

  srv@server:~ $ cd ffmpeg 
  srv@server:~ $ ./configure --enable-shared --disable-debug --enable-
libx264 --enable-avresample  

 

Let’s compile and install it so GPAC finds it when running. 

  srv@server:~ $ make –j4 
  srv@server:~ $ sudo make install 

 
Install all the other dependencies. Most of them are codec libraries. 

  srv@server:~ $ sudo apt-get install make pkg-config g++ zlib1g-dev  
    firefox-dev libfreetype6-dev libjpeg62-dev libpng12-dev libopenjpeg-dev  
    libmad0-dev libfaad-dev libogg-dev libvorbis-dev libtheora-dev  
    liba52-0.7.4-dev libavcodec-dev libavformat-dev libavutil-dev  
    libswscale-dev libavresample-dev libxv-dev x11proto-video-dev  
    libgl1-mesa-dev x11proto-gl-dev linux-sound-base libxvidcore-dev  
    libssl-dev libjack-dev libasound2-dev libpulse-dev libsdl1.2-dev  
    dvb-apps libavcodec-extra-53 libavdevice-dev libmozjs185-dev 
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Now clone the GPAC’s GitHub repository. 

  srv@server:~ $ git clone https://github.com/gpac/gpac.git 

 

Go into the created directory and configure the default installation. 

  srv@server:~ $ cd gpac 
  srv@server:~ $ ./configure 

 

Proceed with the compilation. 

  srv@server:~ $ make 

 

Install it locally so that is accessible from any directory in the shell. 

  srv@server:~ $ sudo make install 
  srv@server:~ $ sudo make install-lib 

 
These steps were taken from the DashCast section of GPAC’s website: 
https://gpac.wp.imt.fr/dashcast/. 
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Appendix C: User Manual and Commands Reference 
This manual serves as a quick start guide and reference for the commands to be executed 
in order to deploy each part of the system.   
 
1. FFmpeg (Raspberry Pi) 
 

First of all, we have to have a capture device connected to the Raspberry Pi and 
accessible in the /dev/ directory of Raspbian or any other Linux distribution. In the 
case of the Pi’s own camera module, this is accomplished by adding the module. Type 
the following command with root privileges: 
 

  pi@raspberrypi:~ $ sudo modprobe bcm2835-v4l2 

 
To check if the connected device is capable of capturing video we can run a quick test. 
To do so, the VLC media player has to be installed in the host. Run VLC in the host as 
a UDP server listening on port 1234: 
 

  srv@server:~ $ vlc -vvv udp://@:1234 :demux=h264 

 
Now send a UDP stream from the Pi to the host’s IP address and to the same port, 
using the raspivid command and netcat pipelined: 
 

  pi@raspberrypi:~ $ raspivid -vf -hf -t 0 -b 2000000 -fps 25 -w 1280 -h 720 
    -o - | netcat -u 192.168.2.1 1234 –v 

 
If you can see the video stream from the host, the camera device is properly 
configured in the Pi. If the device is not the Pi Camera module, you should use ffmpeg 
or another tool to send the UDP stream, since raspivid will only work with this 
module. 
Once we have the capture device accessible, usually in /dev/video0, we need to start 
the nginx service: 
 

  pi@raspberrypi:~ $ sudo /etc/init.d/nginx start 
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With nginx running and having a directory accessible by nginx clients, for instance 
/var/www/html/nginx_dash/, the FFmpeg command to start the MPEG-DASH 
stream in the server can be run: 
 

  pi@raspberrypi:~ $ ffmpeg  
    -y \        # Overwrite ouptut files w/o asking 
    -f v4l2 \        # Video 4 Linux Driver for capture 
    -video_size 1920x1080 \      # Video capture resolution 
    -framerate 25 \       # Video capture frame rate 
    -i /dev/video0 \       # Input device 
    -vf "vflip,hflip"    # OPTIONAL: horizontal and vertical flip the image 
    -map 0:v \          # Map the input to the video of this stream 
    -vcodec h264_omx \   # OpenMax H.264 video codec 
    -keyint_min 0 \    # H.264: Allow every frame to be IDR 
    -g 100 \     # H.264: Group of Pictures 
    -b:v 900k \    # Bitrate for output video stream 0 
    -map 0:v \       # Map the input to the video of this stream 
    -vcodec h264_omx \          # OpenMax H.264 video codec 
    -keyint_min 0 \             # H.264: Allow every frame to be IDR 
    -g 100 \                    # H.264: Group of Pictures 
    -b:1 500k \                 # Bitrate for output video stream 1 
    -filter:1 "scale=320:180" \ # Resolution for output video stream 1 
    -f dash \     # Format: DASH 
    -min_seg_duration 4000 \    # Segment duration: 4 seconds 
    -adaptation_sets "id=0,streams=v" # Put all video streams in adaptation     
                                      set with id=0 
    -use_template 1 \           # SegmentTemplate in the MPD instead of 
         SegmentList 
    -use_timeline 0 \           # Do not include segment times in name 
    -remove_at_exit 1 \         # Clean all generated files at exit 
    /var/www/html/nginx_dash/dash.mpd       # Output directory and MPD 

 
 

 
2. GStreamer and GPAC (Streaming Server) 
 

The following command runs GStreamer as a DASH client and outputs the incoming 
stream through an RTP session in port 5200. 

  srv@server:~ $ gst-launch-1.0 -v  
    souphttpsrc location=http://192.168.2.2/dash.mpd name=source ! \ 
    application/dash+xml ! \         # Specify stream MIME-TYPE 
    decodebin ! \            # DASH parsing and decoding 
    x264enc ! \          # Encode the stream in H.264 
    rtph264pay config-interval=3 ! \ # RTP packetization 
    udpsink host=127.0.0.1 port=5200 # Dump the stream in a UDP port 
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DashCast connects to the same RTP session of the previous step and prepares the 
content where we specify using the live profile. 

  srv@server:~ $ DashCast \ 
    -out /var/www/html/dashcast/ \  # Output dir for MPD and segments 
    -seg-dur 4000 \   # Segment duration, 4 seconds 
    -v h264.sdp \   # RTP input stream (SDP file) 
    -live     # Specify live flag to adjust MPD 

 
The SDP file used to receive a H.264 RTP stream running locally in port 5200 
contains the following lines. 
 

  c=IN IP4 127.0.0.1 
  m=video 5200 RTP/AVP 96  
  a=rtpmap:96 H264/90000 

 
 

 
 

3. Client: MP4Client and GStreamer client 
 

As explained in the methodology, two different clients have been tested to receive the 
final stream from the server and evaluate its playback. 
 
GPAC’s MP4Client is the simplest solution. With the streaming server and the Pi’s 
commands already running, the following command will launch a player, receive, 
demux and play the DASH stream pointed by the specified URL: 
 

  cli@client:~ $ MP4Client http://172.16.34.2/dash.mpd 

 
To receive the stream using GStreamer, the following command can be executed. In 
this case, the pipeline illustrates much better the steps made to playback the stream: 
 

  cli@client:~ $ gst-launch-1.0 -v souphttpsrc \ 
    location=http://172.16.34.2/dash.mpd name=source ! \ 
    application/dash+xml ! decodebin ! autovideosink 

 

4. WireShark representation request plots extraction 
 
The method used to extract the plots of the representation requests shown in the results 
section is explained here. WireShark lets you extract the filtered packets as a plain text 
file, so filtering by HTTP requests and method equals to GET, we obtain all the 
requests the client makes to the server, and which representation is sent. 
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To parse the text file into numeric results that can be plotted, the grep command and a 
little Python script were used. The grep command filters even more the lines obtained 
in WireShark and the resulting text file goes into the Python script, that puts the 
representation numbers in an XLS sheet. 
 
Here is an example of the text file obtained in WireShark. 
 

Frame 1406: 274 bytes on wire (2192 bits), 274 bytes captured (2192 bits) on interface 0 

Ethernet II, Src: PcsCompu_50:18:52 (08:00:27:50:18:52), Dst: 0a:00:27:00:00:00 (0a:00:27:00:00:00) 

Internet Protocol Version 4, Src: 172.16.34.2, Dst: 192.168.2.2 

Transmission Control Protocol, Src Port: 53328, Dst Port: 80, Seq: 1658, Ack: 1334923, Len: 208 

Hypertext Transfer Protocol 

 

No.     Time           Source                Destination           Protocol Length Info 

   1616 17.398117945   172.16.34.2           192.168.2.2           HTTP     274    GET /chunk-stream0-00014.m4s HTTP/1.1  

 

Frame 1616: 274 bytes on wire (2192 bits), 274 bytes captured (2192 bits) on interface 0 

Ethernet II, Src: PcsCompu_50:18:52 (08:00:27:50:18:52), Dst: 0a:00:27:00:00:00 (0a:00:27:00:00:00) 

Internet Protocol Version 4, Src: 172.16.34.2, Dst: 192.168.2.2 

Transmission Control Protocol, Src Port: 53328, Dst Port: 80, Seq: 1866, Ack: 1542604, Len: 208 

Hypertext Transfer Protocol 

 

No.     Time           Source                Destination           Protocol Length Info 

   1815 19.397948459   172.16.34.2           192.168.2.2           HTTP     274    GET /chunk-stream0-00015.m4s HTTP/1.1 

 
The grep command used is as follows: 
 

  $ grep text.txt “GET” | grep -v “dash” 

 
And finally, the Python script, which accepts as an argument the text file containing 
the output of the above command. 
 

  #!/usr/bin/python 
 
  import sys 
  import xlwt 
 
  def output(filename, sheet, list1, list2): 
      book = xlwt.Workbook() 
      sh = book.add_sheet(sheet) 
 
      for m, e1 in enumerate(list1, 0): 
          sh.write(m, 0, int(e1)) 
 
      for m, e2 in enumerate(list2, 0): 
          sh.write(m, 1, int(e2)) 
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      book.save(filename) 
 
 
  print "Reading from file ", str(sys.argv[1]), "..." 
 
  with open (sys.argv[1], "r") as myfile: 
      data=myfile.readlines() 
 
  idx = [None]*len(data) 
 
  for i in range(len(data)): 
   idx[i] = data[i][102:107] 
   data[i] = data[i][100] 
     
 
  output("test.xls", 'one', idx, data) 
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Glossary 

 
ABR Adaptive Bitrate 

ARM Advanced RISC Machine 

AVC Advanced Video Coding 
CDN Content Delivery Network 

DASH or MPEG-DASH Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP 
GOP Group Of Pictures 

GUI Graphical User Interface 
HEVC High Efficiency Video Coding 

HDS HTTP Dynamic Streaming 
HLS HTTP Live Streaming 

HTTP Hyper-Text Transfer Protocol 
IEC International Electrotechnical Comission 

ITU-T International Telecommunication Union – 
Telecommunication Standardization Sector 

ISO International Organization for Standardization 
IP Internet Protocol 

LAN Local Area Network 
MPD Media Presentation Description 

MPEG Moving Pictures Experts Group 
OMX or OpenMAX Open Media Acceleration 

QoE Quality of Experience 
QoS Quality of Service 

RFC Request For Comments 
RISC Reduced Instruction Set Computing 

RTP Real-time Transfer Protocol 
SDO Standards Developing Organization 

SDP Session Description Protocol 
SSH Secure SHell 

SVC Scalable Video Coding 
UDP User Datagram Protocol 

VCEG Video Coding Experts Group 
VoD Video on Demand 
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WAN Wide Area Network 

XML eXtensible Markup Language 

 


